2004 chevy silverado emergency brake cable diagram

The main parking brake cable on a Chevy Silverado truck is connected to the parking brake
pedal and is routed through to a bracket that connects the two rear cables. This main cable is
also comprised of a front cable and an intermediate one. You must use precision and caution
when replacing a parking brake cable, as it will greatly affect how the parking brake works. The
process can also vary depending on the truck's exact year, so check with your mechanic.
Loosen the equalizer nut on the bracket that connects the parking brake cables underneath the
truck using a wrench. Disconnect the front cable from the intermediate cable and then
disconnect the intermediate cable from the main bracket. Press the tangs on the cable casing
with needle-nose pliers and then pass the cable and casing through the next bracket. Follow the
cable to the front of the truck and remove it from all other brackets. Remove the parking brake
pedal assembly and disconnect the cable from the pedal assembly. Peel the carpet back in the
truck, pry out the cable grommet in the floor pan and remove the cable from the truck. Feed the
cable through the floor pan, connect it to the parking brake pedal assembly and install the cable
grommet. Feed the cable through all of the brackets under the truck, making sure the circular
retainer is in position at the last bracket it goes through. Connect the intermediate cable to the
main bracket that includes the rear cables and connect the front cable to the intermediate one.
Tighten the bracket's equalizer nut securely until the cables are tight. Step 1 Disconnect the
truck's negative battery cable. Step 2 Loosen the equalizer nut on the bracket that connects the
parking brake cables underneath the truck using a wrench. Step 3 Disconnect the front cable
from the intermediate cable and then disconnect the intermediate cable from the main bracket.
Step 4 Follow the cable to the front of the truck and remove it from all other brackets. Step 5
Remove the parking brake pedal assembly and disconnect the cable from the pedal assembly.
Step 1 Feed the cable through the floor pan, connect it to the parking brake pedal assembly and
install the cable grommet. Step 2 Reconnect the parking brake pedal assembly. Step 3 Feed the
cable through all of the brackets under the truck, making sure the circular retainer is in position
at the last bracket it goes through. Step 4 Connect the intermediate cable to the main bracket
that includes the rear cables and connect the front cable to the intermediate one. Reconnect the
battery cable. To remove the parking brake pedal, remove the under-dash panel and kick panel,
disconnect the warning light switch's electrical connector, unbolt the fuse block with a wrench,
detach the release cable from the pedal, unscrew the nuts securing the pedal using a wrench,
pull the assembly off the studs, detach the cable end from the brake lever and press the cable
casing tangs to release it from the pedal bracket. Next to the cables these is a wire that is
hanging. If you have noticed significantly less resistance when you engage the lever or pedal
this is one of the most common indications that the cable is wearing down. Get yours at
wholesale prices and free shipping over 50 only here at autopartswarehouse. Brake cables are
responsible for application of the parking or emergency brake. Discussion in chevy silverado
forum gmc sierra. I have a silverado and the parking brake does not work. When failure occurs
brake cables need to be replaced for the vehicle to pass state inspections. This design is used
on almost all gm trucks and suvs. The main parking brake cable on a chevy silverado truck is
connected to the parking brake pedal and is routed through to a bracket that connects the two
rear cables. This main cable is also comprised of a front cable and an intermediate one.
Sometimes bad luck strikes the cable breaking it or stretching it out preventing the emergency
brake from engaging. The parking emergency brake cable rusted apart on my chevy silverado
truck. There is a front cable attached to the e brake pedal an. The parking brake cable for the
chevrolet silverado engages the all important emergency brake keeping the truck parked where
it was put. When it comes to your chevrolet silverado you want parts and products from only
trusted brands. The chevy silverado brake cable is activated by the hand lever or foot pedal in
the cabin which is what allow you to engage the parking brake. The best part is our chevrolet
silverado parking brake cable products start from as little as Looking for a chevrolet silverado
parking brake cable. Does anyone have a emergency brake cable routing diagram for a chevy
silverado i need a diagram from the e brake on back i installed the new emergency brake
assembly and i am about 12 in short of getting the nut to start at the equalizer then i looked why
and right after you put the cable in the firewall there are two eyelets that i missed and i am
pretty sure that is where my. Home forums chevy truck tech forums chevy silverado forum gmc
sierra silverado 53 ext cab parking brake cable diagram. You must use precision and caution
when replacing a parking brake cable as. A nation how to presented by jrotundo project name
replace emergency brake pedal assembly project description gm made the emergency brake
pedal assembly non serviceable right up to the junction on the drivers side frame rail. Advance
auto parts has 57 different parking brake cable for your vehicle ready for shipping or in store
pick up. Repair Guides. Mechanic, The emergency brake release cable on my I have a Chevy
Silverado that the front parking. My chevy silverado parking brake cable broke and I. Emergency
brake cable install - YouTube. Help with chevy Balzer LT emergency brake cable. Performing a

Brake Job on a Chevrolet Trailblazer. Click here and Check me out i am getting naked here ;.
Bagikan Artikel ini. Unknown 3 Agustus Tambahkan komentar. Muat yang lain Langganan:
Posting Komentar Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan
Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. Emergency brake shoe replacement
instructions please? Truck listed above is hd. The E brake pads won't expand on setting pedal,
on passenger side. Cable extends and contracts at backing plate, though. I think the actuator is
seized. How is it removed? E brake pads can be replaced without pulling the axle out. Is the
same true for the actuator assembly? Do you. Here are two videos to handle both , and parking
brake shoe replacements with diagrams below to help as well. You do not have to take the axle
out. Let me know if you have questions. Thanks Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer.
Thanks, Kasekenny1! My hd has the JH6 format brakes, so the second set is it. I note there are a
number of on line manuals alldata, mitchells, identifix available. Whose is good for someone
tackling a given job for a first time? We use Alldata and Mitchell on this site. However, most are
all about the same as they get the info from the same source GM. I have access to them all
through different sources and go to Alldata more then any other, so that is what I would choose.
Thanks for the update. We changed the rear brakes now the emergency brake does not work
and the ABS kicks in when trying to stop. Today it started putting out white smoke. I am
assuming the white smoke is from brakes in rear not engine. Recheck your work and see if
brake drum will come off check to see if you backed off adjustment for parking brake when you
redid the brakes. A mechanic will need to scan for codes for this. Or it may need to be bled with
a scanner to open all the valves in ABS to bleed air out. See picture. Image Click to enlarge. I
have a Chevy Silverado LS. I am trying to order a parking brake assembly, does anyone know
what years are compatible with what. Visit any salvage yard. They have "Hollander Guides" that
have that information. Those list every part on your truck with a code number. You look that
number up in the back of the book and it will list each year and model that part is used on. If you
want to take the time, you can also use a site like Rock Auto's to look up the part numbers for
various years and models. If the numbers are the same, they use the same part Be aware that
sometimes there are tiny changes to a part that warrant a different manufacturer's part number,
so while the interchange guides will tell you they're not the same part, they might in fact
interchange with slight modifications. For example, you might have to drill a mounting hole for
one bolt that was moved a little for one body style, or the parking brake light switch might be
different and have a differently-shaped terminal. First off does anyone have any Chevy
Silverado experience, I have been posting this problem. So first off I am trying to install the
handle and cable for the emergency brake, in the cab. The old cable broke and it is not there any
more, but someone has pushed this e-brake pedal down so far to the floor board I can't get to
release it is down so far the rug won't move. I am pulling on the release lever the one that the
end of the cable would go into and it is not releasing. I took the 3 nuts that hold the assembly
but the dash seems to be in the way of it coming forward so I can get a closer look. Has anyone
out there have any experience on this what has to come out for me to get this assembly out, and
get it released. Thanks Was this answer. I was going to answer this but I think it was posted as a
94 which we didn't have any info on. For the parking brake pedal try pulling on cable and hitting
release to see if it will come back up. Otherwise you may have to take the pedal assy off and try
getting it to release that way. It may have been pushed to far back and is stuck in position. If old
cable is still there use vise grips to clamp to cable not housing and maybe use foot If possible
while holding release, if it moves take foot pressure off. See pics for cable install. Images Click
to enlarge. Thanks for the pictures. Thank You. First pic is under truck second is for floor and
it's just sheet metal maybe two thicknesses. I think your best bet will be to pull the brake pedal
off and put it back to the pup position instead of trying to make it go back up like it is. I am
working on a Chevy Silverado. I am trying to install the cable inside of the cab, the short one for
releasing the e brake. The old cable is not there, and the emergency brake pedal is pushed
down to the floor board tight. I was trying to release it with the lever that would hold the end of
the cable but it still didn't release, could it be pushed down so tight that it is not going to
release, do I have to take the whole bracket off to fix this and what I can see as far as the whole
assembly to come off are the nuts holding this bracket behind the front fender. Does anyone
know anything about this. What it sounds like is that the old cable rusted and broke. You will
have to go under the truck and see if you can pull it out, as to release the brakes. Under the
truck there is a spring that pulls the brake pedal back up once you release the brake. With it
being down all the way I do believe that the cable is broken. Make sure the E brakes are working
properly Have seen rust eat up a brake cable many times. Installing a parking brake release
handle. The old cable isn't there but someone pushed the emergency brake pedal so far down I
can't get to release. I was trying to pull back on the lever where the end of the cable would go
into to release it but it didn't do anything. Does anyone know how I can release it so I can put

the new cable on, And does anyone know how I would take the whole assembly out if need be, it
looks like to me I would maybe have to take the fender off to get to some bolts but I am not sure.
So if anyone has any experience with these Silverado's I would appreciate it. You can pull on
the release lever manually to release the parking brake. It will be stiff with the pressure but will
release. It has 3 attaching bolts under the dash, not outside. You should be able to connect the
release cable without releasing the tension. Roy Was this answer. Thought I sent you that
before. Where arrow points in second pic is a body mount. You may need vise grips on cable by
equalizer to pull through and have an assistant pull on release inside truck while doing this as it
may be hanging up there. Also in last pic was parking brake release all the way and tool
inserted to hole there til cable installed that may be the problem. I was asking about this
problem a few days ago, unfortunately I have not fixed it yet, because the emergency brake
pedal is pushed so far down on the floor board that the carpet won't move, it is down tight
against the floor and I can't get it to release I have been pulling on the lever that the end of the
cable would go in and it is not moving. Today I took the nuts off the assembly and it is loose but
it don't have enough room, it looks like to me if I moved the fuse box over it might come down.
Has anyone worked on Silverado 's before, I hate to have to take the whole assembly out to get
it to release maybe, so if anyone has any experience on these trucks I would very much
appreciate it so much. I have attached a pic of the assembly. Let me know if it helps. I have a
picture just like this, unfortunately the problem is that the pedal is down so far against the floor
board I can't get it to release. Today I was just going to take the whole assembly out, but right in
front of it is a part of the dash and it didn't look like it could be removed, to the side of the
assembly is the fuse box and it looks easy to pull out of the bracket, and put it to one side. Do
you have any knowledge of these Silverado's. I appreciate any help I can get. Please login or
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